Genomic definition of a pure intronic dystrophin deletion responsible for an XLDC splicing mutation: in vitro mimicking and antisense modulation of the splicing abnormality.
We characterised a dystrophin gene rearrangement in a previously described family with X-linked dilated cardiomyopathy and we demonstrated that it represents an 11 kb deletion occurring within intron 11. This unique deletion joined two physiologically distant intronic regions and brought adjacent two cryptic splice sites, generating a 159 bp sequence recognised as a novel alternative exon and spliced into the dystrophin transcript. Comparative analysis of the intronic region involved in the breakpoint revealed the presence of a LINE1 element (L1P_MA2), containing a 5' unconventional region (L1M1_5). This region provides the 5' cryptic splice site utilised by the novel exon, includes part of the region spliced into the dystrophin transcript and contains two short GA rich regions compatible with splicing motifs. We performed an in vitro splicing assay by using a minigene containing the patient minimal genomic rearrangement and we reproduced the inclusion of the novel alternative exon seen in the patient tissues. Antisense splicing modulation targeting the 3' cryptic splice site succeeded in restoring the canonical splicing. This represents a novel intronic mutational mechanism affecting the dystrophin gene and generating a splicing pathology. The definition of this mechanism might open perspectives in unravelling splicing regulatory motifs and their involvement in human genetic diseases.